Chairman: Irene Engard
Vice Chair: Becky Valdez

OCninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: http:\\oc99s.sws99s.org

October 2016
SWS Section Meeting, Palmdale, CA
Sep 30—Oct 2, 2016
http://ninetynines.net/sws99sAV/
Oct 2-4 Chapter Member Oral History
Recording—Pick your day and hour
Signature Air conference room
Oct 5 Business Meeting, Signature 6:00pm
Oct 15 General Meeting—Saturday!
Lunch Meeting— at noon
Oct 16 Fly-in to French Valley—lunch @ 12
- coordinate with Colleen, 714-757-2051
Oct 21—23 Huntington Beach Air Show
www.hbairshow.com
Oct 20-22 Flying Aviation Expo —
Fly in to PSP Airport www.flyingmag.com/tags/flying-aviation-expo

Secretary: Pam Doddridge
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

Fly on down to
San Clemente for our
Saturday lunch meeting
at Diane Myers’ home
Bring your best broom and hat, and a warm
cape as it can get chilly by the beach
If you have space to share on your broom,
or want a ride, contact Becky Valdez—
714-306-2329 or fxala@hotmail.com
We are planning small sandwiches (including
veggie) and a couple of salads. Expect a
Halloween surprise for dessert.
What special hat do you think our Fearless
Leader will wear to this event???

Oct 23 Bakersfield 99s Poker Run & lunch - click on flyer— sws99s.org

See you there!

Nov 2 Business Mtg, Signature, 6pm

Refreshments will be coordinated
by Becky Valdez

Nov 9 General Meeting

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

If you want to donate $5,
that will cover costs
You are welcome to come early and walk down the steps
to the beach trail—156 steps down, it feels like 300 up!
Please RSVP: Becky 714-306-2329 or fxala@hotmail.com
or Diane Myers 949-233-0600
(Directions will be emailed closer to the event)

It’s Official—
We are in compliance for
another year.
Since this was our annual business meeting, I like to make sure I’m
dressed for business— HatTie Business Black attire.
Thank you to all the members who made their way to Karen
Vaughn’s home. Special thank You to Karen and Jeff Vaughn for
allowing all these “strangers” into your home. Of course, none are strangers now. We succeeded
in having enough members present to constitute a quorum.
Topics of the chapter were discussed with great feedback from the members. Trish Magadaleno
gave us a first hand report on the success of our “Right Seat Ready” flying companion seminar. I’m
not sure who wins the “distance” award, Karen Gerharter-Goodman coming in from Whittier or
Celia, Diane & Diane from San Clemente. Everyone’s efforts to attend are deeply appreciated.
We have some exciting events coming. This weekend is our Southwest Section meeting in
Lancaster/Palmdale. I’m honored to have 12 members that plan to attend. We have submitted
Arlene Wilske for Professional Pilot of the Year for the Southwest Section. I hear there is
competition this year. We are all hoping to celebrate her win on Saturday Night. We have three
first time attendees, Kristina Hamm, Alex DePue, and Morgan Thorpe.
Tagging on to the Section meeting, we are keeping Pat Chan (Bay Cities) in our neck of the woods
to capture our personal flying histories. Signature Air is gracious enough to give us use of their
upstairs conference for 2.5 days (Sunday afternoon—Tuesday night). Several time slots are still
open—contact me at engards@aol.com.
Mark your calendar’s for our Saturday meeting—October 15—enjoying the view and celebrating the
new patio of Diane Myers.
Karen shared with us her journey to becoming an astronaut. Her presentation kept us engaged,
allowed for interactive participation and educated us.
I shared the aerodynamic principals we learned with
Alan when I returned home. With practice I could
make my cone fly! (You needed to be there.)
What an exciting and diverse membership we have.
I am so grateful.
Your fearless leader,

Irene

Karen Vaughn’s Journey to Becoming a NASA Astronaut!
OC99’s Annual Meeting
Wednesday, September 14, 2016

Seeds Planted

Weekly Reader 1962 featuring John Glenn;
5th Grade Reader Cal State Series

The first time I got the urge to become an astronaut I was 9. Our reading books
were full of stories about space flight, Astronaut John Glenn was an American
Hero, and I was totally enthralled. When I announced that I wanted to actually
be an astronaut, my hopes were interrupted by a classmate who said I had to
be a pilot to be an astronaut. Okay, I’d become a pilot. That desire was fueled
by a field trip to San Francisco Airport, where the class toured a United Airlines
jetliner. One look into the cockpit and I was hooked!

Well, by the time I was in high school and making career decisions, I found that
only the Navy had a program for women to be pilots and that private lessons were way too
expensive. I decided to attend Cal Poly, Pomona and major in Math.

Numbers, Symbols, Equations, Oh My!
I have a B.S. and M.S. in Mathematics and started teaching in the Math Department at Cal
Poly, Pomona in Fall of 1979. These days I typically teach Calculus and Differential Equations
to a myriad of majors including Math, Physics, and Engineering. Okay it’s a nice resume, but
do I have the “right stuff" to make it into the astronaut program?”
Receiving a Kappa Mu Epsilon
Appreciation Award, Spring 2014

The Right and “Right Brain” Stuff
The basic requirements for any applicant to become a NASA astronaut includes at least a bachelor’s degree in
engineering, biological science, physical science or mathematics; a least three years of “related, progressively responsible,
professional experience” or at least 1,000 hours of “pilot-in-command time in jet aircraft.” Advanced degrees count as
three years of experience.
You must be able to pass the astronaut physical which includes having 20/20 vision (with or without corrective lenses),
BP <= 140/90, 62 in < height< 75 in., and the rigorous physical and psychological demands of mission work, good group
work skills, and a love of learning!
It’s not just about having the mental and physical fortitude that make a good candidate. It’s important of have balance in
your life. One astronaut summed it like this: Get the right degree, stay in shape, and learn to play the guitar!

The average 18 month selection process is followed by two years of basic training. During this time period you are
considered an “astronaut candidate” and become qualified scuba divers, do military water survival training, undergo
swimming tests, are exposed to high and low atmospheric pressures, do parabolic weightless flights (vomit comet),
have language training, and get media coaching among other tasks.
Hooray, you graduated. Next is the waiting game. Astronaut Candidates may not be assigned to a flight for years, but
in the meantime might work in Mission Control, and put in flight hours on T-38 aircraft.
Once an astronaut is selected for a flight, the specific mission training begins. This two–year preparation simulates the
entire mission using full-scale mockups and trainers.
The projected future assignments include the International Space Station, SOPHIA Airborne Laboratory, NASA’s Orion
spacecraft, the Boeing CST-100 Starliner or the SpaceX Crew Dragon. I want to be on the SOHPIA and Orion missions.
And as of this publication, I’ve not been contacted by NASA as to the status of my application.

Parting Thoughts: Applying this to your life
Do the research to find out about career options.
Talk to professionals; stay in touch through organizations about what it takes to pursue a new direction.
Add it up. Determine the financial and time commitment to achieve your goal.
Be reasonable. Ask yourself about your ability to meet the commitment.
Have plan B ready; and plan C, and plan D…
Prepare Now. Find a job or volunteer in the industry related to your career choice.
“A better You today, makes a better You tomorrow!”

https://youtu.be/VUFW9eGgOnw

Karen on the Multi-Axis trainer at Astronaut Training Experience
(ATX Center, west of Kennedy Space Center Visitor’s Complex, April 2016)

AFTER A LONG ABSENCE, ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER HOSTS A SUCCESSFUL
FLYING COMPANION SEMINAR
21 companions came to our September 10th seminar that was presented by Jolie Lucas and Jan Maxwell of "Right Seat
Ready." Rather than trying to be a flight instruction course the syllabus focused on effects of flight controls, interpretation of
primary flight instruments, theory around what might cause a pilot to become incapacitated and on actions which might be
required if their PIC needed assistance or they actually had to take control of the airplane themselves. The day included role
playing, with companions having to operate an airplane in an emergency and communicating with ATC (both simulated).
From 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM the companions were totally engaged and anxious to learn. I was amazed at how much they were
retaining, but more amazed at their desire to get into the airplane. The measuring quality and effectiveness of Jolie and Jan's
course was shown through the companion's enthusiasm to be "Right Seat Ready" and to get into the airplane. It was a long day,
but a day that left a positive impression on the companions.
Thank you to Morgan Thorpe (a student pilot herself) and Becky Valdez for arriving early to distribute magazines and brochures
and for taking the time to make each companion feel welcome and comfortable. A big thanks to Joe Finnell of So Cal Pilots. Joe
volunteered his time on Friday afternoon to make sure the sound system at the Administration Room was compatible with Right
Seat Ready's equipment. He returned again on Saturday morning to check the sound system, stayed the day and even
volunteered to be a "make believe" controller. He did a darn good job and got some great giggles from the companions.
More thanks go to Jeff Rountree, Manager Airside Operations JWA for arranging the use of the Administration Room. Along
with that are more thanks to JWA security for their assistance in opening and closing the Administration Room and for helping to
reorganize the room at the seminar's conclusion.
Pat Prentiss

OC 99 Carol Bennett sat in on the
afternoon session to show support
for the Chapter.

Patriots and Superstars

by Celia Vanderpool

It was a last minute invitation to see the “day-before-fly”rehearsal for the San Bernardino Airshow on 10
September as a guest of the Patriots Flying Team. How could I resist? But that was only one surprise in
a day that unfolded into unexpected super-aero timing coincidences.
The Patriots are the only privately owned precision jet team performing in airshows in North America.
They are based in Bryon, CA and fly the Aero L-39s, cute light attack fighter trainer jets. The pilots aren’t
bad, either.
Because of the TFR and need for ground transportation, I decided to drive, which allowed the
opportunity to check progress on a friend’s Beech Staggerwing being rebuilt at KRIR -Flabob
Airport,Riverside, enroute to KSBD. After examining the skeleton and taking pictures of the re-rigging
progress, I turned around to find Roscoe Turner’s great-grandson in the hangar! He was looking over
the Staggerwing, and considering re-opening the family hangar on the field, since Bill Turner died last
year.

A Stagger-ing project
Next was a pit stop for human refueling at the elegant Mission Inn in Riverside, CA, and a quick visit to
the Famous Fliers’ Wall. The wall represents the history of aviation in a winged timeline of visitors to
the Inn from the beginning of flight to the present. Orville Wright, Amelia Earhart, Jacqueline Cochran,
Jimmy Doolittle, Hap Arnold, Chuck Yeager, Buzz Aldrin, John Glenn, are just a few of the signatures and
wings that shine proudly in the courtyard display. A nearby altar of Saint Francis of Assisi proclaims
safety and protection for all those who take to the air, as he was the Patron Saint of Birds (and bird
persons.)

Unidentified Pilot at the Fliers’ Wall, Mission Inn, Riverside CA

Then off to test the security at the access gate for the show practice. Being around the Patriots for the
afternoon was a privilege. They are former Thunderbirds, Snowbirds, Blue Angels, have impressive
military fighter pilot experience, combined General Aviation activities we would all drool over, and
several are current airline pilots; all are volunteers. They are funny, relaxed, and focused. After the
practice session, I was allowed to sit in on the debriefing and film analysis. The man who took the seat
next to me was Sky King! (Son of…) John, support pilot and safety observer.

We could fly it, no problem!

Wish it was me!

Whuuups! Where’s the smoke?

And when first invited, I didn’t think I could squeeze out the time to go. I need to say “yes” to every
invitation where an airplane is involved!

SAN DIEGO 99s 70th BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
On September 17, four 99s (Diane Myers, Irene
Engard, Colleen Handrahan from Orange County
Chapter, and Kim Ernst from Fullerton Chapter) flew
from Orange County Airport to Gillespie Field for the
San Diego 99s 70th Birthday Party in Fran Bera’s
Hangar. Being such a nice day for flying we found
ourselves head-swiveling as the controllers were
calling planes coming from different directions around
us. Once at the party there were several 99s and
guests in attendance. Chapters represented were
San Diego, Palomar, Fullerton, Orange County,
San Fernando Valley and perhaps a few others.
There was a silent auction scholarship fundraiser filled with many lovely airplane memorabilia. There
was cake and a fabulous ice cream bar complete with whip cream and cherries, followed by the
installation of their coming year officers.
The flying part of our outing was uneventful (this is good thing). Besides plane watching, it was a
nice day for whale, dolphin, and shark watching over the ocean, although we did not spot any.
I could not think of a better way to spend an afternoon than flying with friends and being with
other 99s.
The San Diego Chapter is congratulated for 70 wonderful, successful years.
May your legacy continue for another 70 years!
By Kim Ernst, Fullerton chapter
Pictures from the event:

OC 99s: Irene Engard with her birthday hat, Colleen
Handrahan, Diane Myers, and Kim Ernst (Fullerton)
get a prime parking spot next to Fran’s hangar

San Diego Chapter Chair, Eline Kok-Vermeulen
welcoming everyone

SAN DIEGO 99s 70th BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

Attendees at the SD 99s party

Kim Ernst —Fullerton, Robin Gartman – Palomar,
Frankie Clemens—San Diego

Two of several reservoirs we saw departing Gillespie

The Legendary Fran Bera

Child in our plane testing the controls . Mom needs to
explain “this is NOT a toy!”

Flying past Legoland

OC 99s Brunch Bunch: 2 September 2016

by Becky Valdez

Diane Myers and I decided to visit fellow OC 99, Tashi Sammi for brunch at the Spitfire Grill across the street from
Santa Monica Airport. Our fearless leader Irene came along for the ride and was very well behaved. Diane reserved
7257P for our journey. 7257P performed very well but is in need of some TLC on the interior. Always prepared with
personal cleaning supplies, Diane took extra care to clean the old bugs off of the windows as she likes to create her
own bug mural.
We flew SNA to SMO at 4000’, with a flight time of 36 min. There was a
thick but broken cloud cover to maneuver around, so we filed IFR. One of
the cloud formations that was the most interesting to me looked like a
waterfall or an ocean wave. What a gift for us to be able to soar through
the skies and enjoy the amazing scenery that is only visible to those who
dare to soar.
Our flight was W-SW from SNA toward the LA harbor, then NW through the Class B airspace, then almost as far east as
the Rose Bowl before being vectored toward SMO. On this path, we were able to catch views of the Sports Arena,
downtown L.A., Dodger Stadium, and the Hollywood sign. Our VFR return flight gave us a clearer view of the big ferris
wheel on the Santa Monica Pier, LAX, the Queen Mary, port of San Pedro and several cargo ships floating off shore
that were not able to enter the port due to the Hanjin Co. bankruptcy.

The world’s only solar-power ferris wheel
on the Santa Monica pier

SE-bound at 4500’ over LAX through
Special Flight Rules corridor

A cruise ship beside the Queen Mary,
Long Beach harbor

The airport office at SMO is very modern and well equipped for the pilots. Santa Monica’s elected officials and antiairport activists insist that the airport can be closed well before 2023 because, they say, all obligations to the federal
government have already expired. Some have even claimed it could have been shuttered earlier this year, ending
what they contend are the airport’s noise, pollution and safety hazards. But the FAA's decision says that provisions of
a $240,600 federal improvement grant received by the city in 2003 require that the general aviation hub remain open
20 years after accepting the money. The ruling could set the stage for several rounds of appeals to the FAA as well as
federal lawsuits that could determine the fate of the airport, which was once home to Douglas Aircraft Co. and used
by the U.S. government during World War II. Today, almost 250 civilian aircraft are based there, including those of
actors Harrison Ford and Tom Cruise. More than 300 takeoffs and landings take place daily.
Last year Tashi wrote a very clever
“Recipe for a First Solo”
which was published in the March/April
issue of 99 News
Check it out on page 17
http://www.ninety-nines.org/pdf/
newsmagazine/20150304.pdf

OC 99s: Diane Myers, Tashi Sammi, “flat Irene” who doesn’t
eat much, and Becky Valdez catch up at the Spitfire Grill

Communication-Related Issues
In these busy, “alphabet soup” types of airspace in which we aviate, you’ve undoubtedly talked to ATC quite a lot – if for no other
reason than that you have to in order to get to your destination. And, most likely you’ve had a miscommunication of one type or
another where what you heard wasn’t what the controller meant, or maybe you just missed it entirely. It turns out that the FAA has
studied this (well, government agencies just love “studies” don’t they?) and come up with several problem areas that they think are
the cause of most of the trouble between ATC controllers and pilots. Our job as pilots is to do exactly and ONLY what ATC instructs
us to do unless there is an emergency or if compliance would immediately lead to an unsafe situation.
In this article, I’ll deal with 3 of these issues. These problems are all simple and straight forward, but that’s usually the sort of thing
that trips us up, isn’t it? After all, we’re all human! If you aren’t aware of these, you might give the following info a little thought.
For those who have lots of experience, please just take it as a little friendly reminder.
Missed Altitudes
The first area of trouble has to do with missed altitudes. Pilots are flying through their assigned
altitudes while climbing or descending and conflicting with other traffic. All categories of aircraft
pilots seem to be involved on both IFR and VFR flights. Seems pretty simple, but if you’ve got a high
workload going at the moment, it’s really easy to lose track. Most of us don’t fly aircraft with
autopilots that have “altitude select”, either. Anyway, what it comes down to is very basic: “just watch your altitude”.

and
cockpit

Got Clearance?
The second thing that really bugs controllers is when pilots proceed without clearances. Your kids might liken this to a game of
“Simon Says”, but it’s obviously not a matter of being “out” if we move wrong. Airplanes continue to cross runways without
clearance (though the FAA’s major efforts to stop this are working), land on the wrong runway, fail to hold as instructed, continue a
taxi past a hold point, and land without anyone ever contacting the tower. This seems to be a matter of pilots just not paying
attention to what they are doing and/or not understanding what the controllers are saying to them. Not only do we need to be
sharp for ourselves, but we need to beware of the other pilot who may do something unexpected and cause a threat to safety. It’s a
matter of developing good situational awareness. Again, the solution is pretty basic: “listen up, be prepared for the unexpected,
and if you don’t understand completely how to comply, ASK!”
Busting Airspace
The third concern ATC has –especially around SoCal and the “Northeast Corridor” back near New York – is that pilots continue to
enter Class B and C airspace without authorization. You know what a “patchwork” our airspace is, so it’s really no wonder this
happens. Unfortunately, the FAA is pretty heartless when it comes to this problem. If they catch you busting airspace, you could
likely face enforcement proceedings. SO not good!! Each Class B airspace has a special VFR Terminal Area chart printed for
operations in its vicinity that is twice the scale of sectional charts. It is mandatory to have one of these charts (current!) on board
the aircraft while flying in or through the Class B airspace. There are also
increasing numbers of GA aircraft that have GPS moving map displays in the
cockpit with all the airspace boundaries shown, so there’s no fumbling with
charts. The lesson here (also exceptionally obvious) is: “know where you are
and get permission to enter before flying into specialized airspace”.
All three of these problems are potentially "hearing" problems, which occur
when controllers and pilots do not completely understand each other. One or
the other may not be paying attention for whatever reason. Controllers often have to listen to more than one conversation at the
same time (they tell us they were “off line”), and we pilots sometimes get distracted by the concerns of
aviating and navigating. Never be hesitant to get confirmation of ATC directions to you. If you didn’t
hear or understand, have the controller repeat or explain. The controller may be annoyed, but there
will be a lot more annoyance if safety is threatened because your plane goes the wrong way. If your
situational awareness (and I’ve written about that before) is working and you know where you are (good
idea!), you and ATC will get along just fine and you’ll have a safer flight.
Fly safely!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety, SFV 99s
FAA Accident Prevention Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2016

Movie Review – Star Trek versus Sully

offered by Celia Vanderpool

“Logic is the beginning of Wisdom, not the end.” Spock
In both of these films, there were emergencies, Crew Resource Management or CRM requirements, and critical survival
problem-solving events. There were personality conflicts, conflicts with authority figures, and human actions that determined
outcomes. There were also unresolved questions at the conclusion of each two-hour ride. What about Sully’s glider
experience, and what do we know about his co-pilot? Where was the QRH (Quick Reference Handbook) on the Star Ship?
Logic is what saved Sully against the NTSB when his career was on the line in a brutal investigation. “Let them eat static” in
their zest for truth, and that is exactly what was overlooked – human truth and…logic?! Spock be proud. And if more men were
as humble and dedicated as Sully, what an extra-stellar universe it would be. Each film, however, demonstrated crews who
stuck together, supported each other, and always had the back of the other one until the problem was resolved.
Star Trek had aircraft that resemble those exotic ships that were in Flight Test at NASA in the 90’s. While a bit reminiscent of
The Flight of the Phoenix, the Starship crew struggled against all alien odds to rebuild a flyable ship to escape. Sully was one of
a kind – not even Hollywood has conjured up an event like the true story retold by Clint Eastwood. The catastrophic double
engine loss at 2800 feet of altitude seemed to take the film industry eons instead of the actual one minute, to glide the heavy
metal plane to seaplane level. No one has done what Sully did; real or imagined. USAir’s 6-minute total flight, abruptly ended
at 2818’, 155 knots, 4.5 miles from the airport. Dead Stick landing on water, anyone? And please miss the George Washington
Bridge. Sully even managed to land near the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum!!! This time in movies, science-fiction and
non-fiction seemed to have switched places. Rock and roll may have saved the day in Trekyspace, but it was sheer human
determination with expertly applied skill that saved 155 lives on Earth. Space is not the final frontier after all.
Both films will have you smiling as you leave the theater and not just because flying objects, aviation and crews sticking
together to prevail were the heartbeat of the films. Get the popcorn, fly to your local theater and “live long and prosper”!
Where else can you experience fun pilot entertainment, interstellar warp speed travel and land on the Hudson in 3.7 hours?

Captain Kirk (Chris Pine) and Captain Chesley Sullenberger (Air Force Academy photo)
US Airways Flight 1549 afloat on the Hudson River.
On January 15, 2009, Sullenberger was pilot in command of an Airbus A320 from New York's LaGuardia
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If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please
send the date to Becky Valdez, fxala@hotmail.com .

Happy October Birthdays!
5-Patti Siegfried
7-Lois Dillman
7-Marci Mauthe
8-Eleanor Todd
15-Sarah Hafnagel

18-Shirley McFall
19-Arlene Wilske
29-Patty Murray
31-Tashi Sammi
31-Becky Valdez
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OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

